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THE ADAM'S (devil) children, the great trouble makers, the demon, the fiend, Shaitan, the Adam's human beasts, the hell-raisers, the open arch-enemies of God and all black mankind, who in the beginning disobeyed the law of God and introduced evil, filth and disrespect for God and His law of justice and righteousness among the nation of righteous (the black, brown, yellow and red people) are now on their traditional rampage against us, the so-called Negroes (their good old 400-year old slave).

They have been murdering and raping us throughout the centuries and yet you are foolish enough to love and adore them (the devils) after all of their evils poured upon you and me. It just does not make sense.

Do not be surprised at anything like evil that you see them do; only be surprised when you see them do an act of good in your favor. Evil is the nature of Adam's children. They even have you believing that you are from Adam which is absolutely false. Never say that you are from Adam. Adam was the father (devil) of sin and disobedience, the devil of you and me. THE RECENT Parker lynching and and the Florida rape of one of our girls, who was gagged and tied by four devils taking turns one after the other on her last Saturday morning (May 2) outside of the capital city of Florida (Tallahassee), a savage beast could not do worse. They swooped down upon two of our original girls like hungry wolves after lambs with drawn shot guns and knives to to destroy the virginity of our daughters and kill their black boy friends if they attempted to try to protect the girls. Of course the boys would have been given more credit if they had received death in trying to defend their women against the filthy devils' attack. What good is our lives to us to allow our enemies to come into our families and rape our wives and daughters and lynch our men at will?
Unite on the side of Allah and He will help us to put a stop to it, or die trying in the name of Allah.

APPEALING FOR justice from the lynchers and rapists brothers' will avail us nothing.

Parker's Mississippi mob of devils, the law's excuse is that the murderers cannot be found. The sheriff knew that Parker was charged with rape. Why did not he try to protect his prisoner by keeping the jail well guarded from an attempt by his lynchers? How did the lynchers know where the keys were? Why did the nurse wait until the outlaws (lynchers) had captured their prey and was out of town before notifying the sheriff's office or his home of the cries that she heard coming from the mouth of the murdered prisoner in and out of jail?

If it had been Negroes trying to take a white man out to lynch him, it would have been known at once; even to the U.S. Army!

Florida will protect her four devil rapists. She is already preparing a defense for them now by claiming the four devils to have been drunk, which we all know will be false.

There is no justice for you under the American flag from their Supreme Courts. You fear to accept Allah and His true religion Islam (Peace), and you will continue to suffer disgrace, beatings and killings at the hands of these devils.

Remember, we live in a lawless world. Hurry and join onto your own kind. The time of this world is at hand.